
Key Parts of the 
VA Invoicing 

processes and 
best practices



NEW 
INNOVATIONS

Importance of tracking Blocks 
Rotations, Duty Hours, and Vacation/Sick 

Time. 



Always update any
rotation changes in the
New Innovations block
schedule as soon as you
are aware of the change.



Make sure the
percentages for
your NI Rotations
Definitions are
correct. Always
account for Shand's
Clinics.



How to Work Hour Report:

Work hours>Reports>Hours 
Logged>Type in Dates>Pick 
Department>Skip Work 
Types, Status, Rotation, and 
Location > Uncheck exclude 
vacation hour from 
total>Display Columns, use 
Status, Work Type, End 
Rotation, and Training 
location>View Report



Make sure
Residents/Fellows are
updating NI Work 
Hours. Including
correct location,
vacation, sick leave,
and educational
training. DO NOT
include weekends
when on Vacation



Keys parts of the VA Invoicing 
Process



VA 23/24
Daily Rates



VA Reimbursable Codes



Always turn in VA
VACATION to Robert

Chinnis by the
deadline.

Hint: Show any VAC 
that has been taken 

on a portion of a 
rotation that 

includes the VA. 
Example: SPLIT 

VA/Shands



Housestaff Disbursement Invoice
Reconciliation 



VA Educational Activity Record (EAR)
comes from the VA



VA Educational Activity (EAR) Con’t



Reconciliation Process

Compare Disbursement 
reconciliation to the schedules 

you submitted to the VA, NI Block 
Schedule, and NI Work Hours.

Check the Monthly EAR against 
the schedule that your program 

submitted originally.  I find it 
easier to also quickly check the 
Detail EAR, which contains the 

total days worked and the overall 
rate for the month.  

Check to make sure that if you 
had schedule changes during the 

quarter that shows up on the EAR.

Check PGY levels to make sure 
they are correct.

Check the Codes the VA is using, If 
a resident is on Educational Leave, 
it should not be a vacation or sick 

leave.  

Discrepancies should be noted on 
the Housestaff Disbursement 

Reconciliation Statement. 

IF resident is missing from EAR 
and Reconciliation Statement add 
to statement and include dates. 

Turn in discrepancies to my office, 
do not send them directly to VA or 
your timekeeper.  We had issues 

with it going directly to the 
timekeeper, but the VA office and 
my office never got the corrected 

version.  



CONTACTS

UF HR Graduate Program 
Sally Harvin-352-273-9903 

Robert Chinnis-352-273-9915

VAContact
Kevin Herndon-352-548-6000 ext 103656
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